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● Background on University of Michigan Press and our accessible ebook 
initiatives

● Discuss how University of Michigan Press approaches making accessible 
ebooks
○ High-Level strategies for developing a born accessible workflow
○ Background information on components of accessible EPUBs
○ Illustrate with real-world examples from working with production staff, vendors, authors, and 

editors

Overview



University of Michigan Press
Publishing traditional, scholarly monographs since 1930, currently producing 
about 100 books a year (digital and print) in the social sciences and 
humanities.

Michigan Publishing Services
A campus-based publishing services outfit, producing primarily online journals, 
print and digital books, with the majority of its content open access. Provides 
additional services such as typesetting, cover design, print on demand.

Deep Blue
Set of institutional repositories, including over 100,000 research outputs from 
U-M faculty and including a cutting edge data repository and services for 
archiving U-M faculty data sets.



A screenshot of 
Stephen 

Kuusisto's 2015 
blog post 

documenting 
real-world 

struggles with 
e-books.



Timeline

2015 Establish task force, audit existing EPUBs, adopt EPUB as primary ebook format, endorse 
Society for Disability Studies Accessible Publishing Guidelines

2016 Adopt born accessible workflow - pilot with disability studies titles, develop image 
description guidelines, develop production guidelines, public accessibility statement and 
recommended reading systems, hold Describing Visual Resources Workshop

2017 Launch Describing Visual Resources Toolkit (developed with support of Samuel H. Kress 
Foundation), audit third-party shopping cart, regular iterations on production workflow

2018 Image description writing workshops for staff, iterate production workflows, develop Fulcrum 
EPUB spec, establish EPUB baseline, establish audio and video baselines, adopt EPUB 
baseline for Spring 2019 titles

2019 Launch U-M Press Ebook Collection, update Author's Guide with image description 
requirements, require alt text for all newly acquired projects, begin working with Benetech 
Global Certified program to certify that our workflow produces accessible books



Making Born Accessible 
Books at University of 
Michigan Press



High-Level Changes



A diagram simplifying the monograph life-cycle in four steps: 1) research and 
writing, 2) acquisition and book contract, 3) copy editing and typesetting, 4) 
publication of print and ebook versions. The diagram emphasizes the second step 
as the most important place to discuss and gather image descriptions from authors.



We modified our 
Author's Guide to 

include requirements 
for alt text along with 
links to resources for 

writing good 
descriptive text.

https://www.press.umich.edu/authors/auguide 

https://www.press.umich.edu/authors/auguide


Screenshot of the 
Describing Visual 
Resources Toolkit 

homepage

https://describingvisualresources.org 

https://describingvisualresources.org


Follow a 
specification
Developed a house-style 
EPUB spec, extending 3.0.1 
that is explicit about HTML 
markup and emphasizes 
accessibility.

A specification that includes 
accessibility features for a 
publication can be shared 
with vendors who have a 
hand in creating your 
publications

Screenshot of the Fulcrum EPUB 
specification, developed with Mellon 
Foundation support. Specification 
available at 
https://github.com/mlibrary/fulcrum-
epub-spec  

https://github.com/mlibrary/fulcrum-epub-spec
https://github.com/mlibrary/fulcrum-epub-spec


format code metadata img Data tables Video Audio Lang 

Baseline DRM-free,
EPUB

HTML with 
headings

Schema <alt> is not empty If html,
 <table> is 
accessible.
If img
 <alt> is not 
empty.

See baseline 
video

See baseline 
audio

<lang> of 
publication is 
identified

Standard DRM-free,
EPUB that 
follows 
Fulcrum 
Spec

Semantic 
HTML

Schema <alt> is not empty
Image has a text 
equivalent

If html,
 <table> is 
accessible.
If img
 <alt> is not 
empty
has text 
equivalent.

See standard 
video

See 
standard audio

<lang> of individual 
sections and 
phrases are 
identified

Special DRM-free,
EPUB that 
follows 
Fulcrum 
Spec

Semantic 
HTML

Schema
ONIX

<alt>is not empty
Image has 
effective, quality 
description, in line 
with Toolkit.

Includes 
accessible html 
<table> as 
primary or 
secondary 
version.
Includes some 
textual 
description.

See special video See special 
audio

<lang> of individual 
sections and 
phrases are 
identified

Table depicting three tiers of accessible EPUBs at U-M Press.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KO7U0quCBYWKngda1LluKB3XoroEEyKhnW7jLyUjDic/edit?usp=sharing


Components of Accessible 
Ebooks



Elements of  image description

Diagram showing visible and hidden elements of a page. Image credit: 
Stephanie Rosen

Alt text: shorter text (often 140 characters 
or fewer) associated with a specific visual 
resource, accessed via assistive 
technology; shorthand for “alternative 
text”

Long description: longer text associated 
with a specific visual resource, accessed 
via assistive technology; may contain 
structural elements or subsections (e.g. a 
table, paragraphs)

Body: the main text of the publication, 
available via all reading technology



Fig. 10  Detail of New York University Child Study Center’s 
(2007) “Ransom Notes” campaign umbrella advertisement. 
Photograph by Eduardo Trejos. Reprinted with artist’s 
permission.

<figure class="fig">
  <img src="images/Fig10.jpg" 
aria-describedby="Fig10-desc" alt="Photograph 
of Ransom Notes campaign billboard." 
width="600" height="375" />
  <figcaption class="figcap">
    <a data-locator="p153" class="page"></a>
    <span class="fighn">Fig. 10</span> Detail 
of New York University Child Study Center’s 
(2007) “Ransom Notes” campaign umbrella 
advertisement. Photograph by Eduardo Trejos. 
Reprinted with artist’s permission.
    <aside class="hidden" id="Fig10-desc">
       <p>This image is of a towering 
billboard. The text on the billboard appears 
composed of words and letters cut out from a 
variety of different print sources and pasted 
together. The text reads:“12 million kids are 
held hostage by a psychiatric disorder.”</p>
    </aside>
  </figcaption>
</figure>



Alternative (alt) text and front cover description

● High-quality alt text starts with the author, and starts early
○ Most accurate
○ Makes for better book content overall
○ Consistent - when received at the start alt text is copy edited along with the text and captions

● Educate, encourage, and support authors in doing this
○ Written guidelines, and links to concrete examples in relevant fields, are extremely helpful

● Plan on doing some of this work in-house, or with vendors, too
○ Publisher sometimes needs to step in for writing or rewriting
○ Plan in the time and expense to copy edit 

● Front cover description
○ Once the front cover has been designed, work with the author to write a cover description for 

the copyright page. 



Cover description from the EPUB, and often 
included on the copyright page in the printed 
book as well:

“At the top of the cover page runs the title, 
Just Vibrations: The Purpose of Sounding 
Good; at the bottom, William Cheng, 
foreword by Susan McClary. Against the white 
background is an image of an eggshell’s 
interior. Cradled within the egg is a nude 
man, knees tucked and arms wrapped close 
to his body, as if in a womb. His eyes are 
closed. A red tattoo shines from his left 
shoulder. The egg is fragmented, with jagged 
edges and holes. Small shards of the shell are 
scattered all around.”



Logical reading order

Comparison of print and EPUB reading order layout in Julia C. Bullock's Coeds Ruining the Nation: Women, Education, 
and Social Change in Postwar Japanese Media



Including lists of tables and figures, 
subject indexes, and other methods 
to navigate an ebook helps provide 
alternative points of access to the 
text.

Multiple points of 
access



Semantic headings and document structure 
enables assistive device users to navigate 
the book content quickly.

<h1>Heading 1</h1>

  <h2>Heading 2</h2>

    <h3>Heading 3</h3>

  <h2>Heading 2</h2>

Be careful to use HTML semantically, 
otherwise your ebook will be more difficult 
to use.

Document outline



Page markers and page navigation

We add page markers 
into the text of the epub, 
that match the print book, 
for citation purposes. 



Page markers and page navigation

And page navigation is another 
way for epub readers to access 
any part of the epub that they 
want to, using the Page-List.  



● “Live” HTML tables instead of 
tables as  images
○ Our default is HTML tables whenever 

possible 

● Table design - it helps to be 
proactive
○ Communication between Acquisitions 

and Production
○ Author education again, written 

guidelines and examples
○ Level of detail in the HTML coding

Tables



Equations

● Single-level equations can be 
expressed in unicode fonts and 
read out loud. 

● However, multi-level equations 
are currently images, due to the 
limitations of what ebook 
vendors will accept. Hopefully 
changing soon.

Equations



Accessibility 
metadata

accessMode

accessibilityFeature

accessibilityHazard

accessibilitySummary

Four schema.org metadata must be 
included

Added to our EPUBs to improve 
discovery of accessible titles

Few platforms are exposing this 
metadata

Read about these metadata fields at 
https://kb.daisy.org/publishing/docs/metadata/s
chema-org.html 

https://kb.daisy.org/publishing/docs/metadata/schema-org.html
https://kb.daisy.org/publishing/docs/metadata/schema-org.html


Video captioning and audio description

As books begin to include 
multimedia, it is important to 
consider the effort required to 
make these objects 
accessible. 

Accessible video guidelines 
require captions for the deaf 
and hard of hearing and 
audio descriptions for the 
visually impaired.



Transcripts with audio 
files help provide 
equitable experiences for 
the deaf and hard of 
hearing, but can also be 
a benefit to the visually 
impaired.

Audio transcripts



fulcrum-info@umich.edu
@fulcrumpub

https://fulcrum.org

jmcglone@umich.edu
jilliand@umich.edu 

Now Available on Fulcrum: the 
University of Michigan Ebook 
Collection

Product info at 
https://www.press.umich.edu/librarians 

Demo at  
https://www.fulcrum.org/michigan

mailto:fulcrum-info@umich.edu
mailto:jmcglone@umich.edu
mailto:jilliand@umich.edu
https://www.press.umich.edu/librarians
https://www.fulcrum.org/michigan
https://www.fulcrum.org/michigan

